my vienna holocaust memorial by rachel whiteread

May 23rd, 2020 - Rachel Whiteread’s memorial sculpture at Judenplatz in Vienna while it’s relatively easy to connect whiteread’s sculpture with Micha Ullman’s memorial to Nazi book burning at Bebelplatz in Berlin, Whiteread stated in a 2001 interview that her memorial sculpture in Vienna has more in common with Maya Lin’s Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington D.C. because of how visitors...

May 19th, 2020 - Get this from a library: Rachel Whiteread book 2018 Worldcat

May 24th, 2020 - This book explores Whiteread’s draftsmanship a lesser known yet fundamentally important aspect of the artist’s creative process about the author: Rachel Whiteread won the Turner Prize in 1993 with her work House and has since produced critically acclaimed work such as Watertower which graced New York’s skyline in 1998 and Holocaust Memorial in Vienna in 2000’

rachel whiteread at tate britain eerie beauty and the

May 15th, 2020 - A woman looks at book corridors on display at the Tate Britain in Central London during the Rachel Whiteread exhibition press view which is part of the curator’s tour of Pa 1212 Rachel Whiteread”

Rachel Whiteread Untitled Room 101 2003 Whiteread’s other public missions are recorded in a line of photographs in the space just outside the show itself. Here is the transparent resin cast of Water Tower 1998 which turned one of the myriad rooftop water towers of New York taken for granted and ignored into a shimmering jewel. Here is Monument 2001 Whiteread’s creation of a...

review rachel whiteread at tate britain designcurial

April 23rd, 2020 - Photo credit Rachel Whiteread Tate but there are also drawbacks the tactic serves to impress a somewhat underwhelming experience and reduce the potential for immersive one on one encounters with larger scale works such as book corridors 1997 Untitled staircase 2001 and Room 101 2003

rachel whiteread untitled 2013 with images rachel

MAY 8TH, 2020 - RACHEL WHITEREAD THE INTERNATIONALLY RENOWNED SCULPTOR RACHEL WHITEREAD IS THE LATEST ARTIST TO TAKE ON THE CHALLENGE OF TATE MODERN'S VAST TURBINE HALL WHITEREAD IS AN APPROPRIATE CHOICE AS SOME OF HER BEST KNOWN WORKS HAVE BEEN ENGAGED IN A DIALOGUE WITH ARCHITECTURE AND PUBLIC SPACE in the library rachel whiteread s ghost may 22nd, 2020 - washington dc the national gallery of art library will present a focused installation of archival and documentary materials related to rachel whiteread s sculpture ghost 1990 to coincide with the exhibition rachel whiteread in the east building from september 16 2018 to january 13 2019 in the library rachel whiteread s ghost is on view from september 17 2018 to january 11 2019'
rachel whiteread s sculpture is predicated on casting procedures and the traces left on the sacrificial objects and spaces from which the final inverse form is derived

A RACHEL WHITEREAD ART S BOOKS
APRIL 2ND, 2020 - RACHEL WHITEREAD CASTED THE NEGATIVE SPACE OF LIBRARY SHELVES IN A FEW PIECES OF THE MID 1990 S TO THE EARLY 2000 S UNTITLED PAPERBACKS IS A PLASTER CAST FROM A POLYSTYRENE MOLD ON A STEEL MOUNT WHITEREAD MADE THE PIECE IN 1997 AND IT IS CURRENTLY IN THE MOMA COLLECTION INSTALLED AS AN ENTIRE ROOM FACING THE

'the art of rachel whiteread by chris townsend
may 18th, 2020 - rachel whiteread is one of the most important and somewhat controversial artists of the last 20 years with her sculptures based upon the negative space of an object such as the underside of a chair or the back of an entire bookshelf full of books allowing the viewer to see each individual page cast in relief'

'rachel whiteread 150 artworks bio amp shows on artsy
may 27th, 2020 - rachel whiteread became the first woman to receive the turner prize with her sculpture house 1993 a replica of the interior of a condemned london house created by filling a house with concrete and stripping away the mold her sculptures examine the negative space surrounding or contained by objects such as casts of the area beneath chairs suggesting how human contact bees embedded in'
the art of rachel whiteread townsend chris whiteread

April 23rd, 2020 - rachel whiteread is one of the most important and somewhat controversial artists of the last 20 years with her sculptures based upon the negative space of an object such as the underside of a chair or the back of an entire bookshelf full of books allowing the viewer to see each individual page cast in relief

Tate Britain Artsy
May 19th, 2020 - Tate Britain Presents The Most Substantial Survey To Date Of Work By Rachel Whiteread One Of The Leading Artists Of Her Generation The Exhibition Reveals The Extraordinary Breadth Of Her Career Over Three Decades From The Four Early Sculptures Shown In Her First Solo Show In 1988 To Works Made This Year Especially For Tate Britain Including Chicken Shed A New Concrete Shed Installed'
rachel whiteread at tate britain inside vbat medium
may 21st, 2020 - rachel whiteread due porte 2016 also made from clear resin is the largest piece or series of pieces in the exhibition untitled 100 spaces 100 casts of the undersides of chairs in 20'

'rachel whiteread aaep 1600 home page
may 15th, 2020 - rachel whiteread s work has been exhibited throughout the world in museums galleries and public spaces in 1991 she was the recipient of england s highest honor in the arts the turner prize ironically the same year she was honored by the conservative british press as england s worst artist'
rachel whiteread book 2017 worldcat
May 8th, 2020 - this book by writer and editor charlotte mullins the first significant survey to examine whiteread s
career to date has been substantial updated with a new chapter containing 10 major works including tate s turbine hall installation embankment and cabin whiteread s first permanent public sculpture in america"165 Best Rachel Whiteread Images Rachel Whiteread

'whiteread rachel abebooks
May 22nd, 2020 - rachel whiteread sculptures and drawings plastiken und zeichnungen by von berswordt wallrabe kornelia ed whiteread rachel and a great selection of related books art and collectibles available now at abebooks "object rachel whiteread doors trendland trends art
May 23rd, 2020 - last week we started a new feature object in which we highlight work we find to be transcendent rachel whiteread s doors is our selection for this week the british artist recently had a show at gagosian london featuring signature sculpture work in resin cast from antique doors dating back to the 1700s elegant colors and translucence characterize these sculptures included in the show’

'RACHEL WHITEREAD EXHIBITION REVIEW THE SECRET LIFE OF
MAY 21ST, 2020 - RACHEL WHITEREAD S SCULPTURE IS BOTH DEADPAN AND AFFECTING IT CAN BE MODEST IN SCALE AND HOMELY GRAND AND AUSTERE MISCHIEVOUS MENACING HER ART IS FILLED WITH SAFE SPACES AND FRIGHTENING’

'rachel whiteread house by phaidon press
May 10th, 2020 - rachel whiteread is one of my favorite artists she takes a unique look at the world by examining the spaces left behind such as the underside of a chair and creating artwork around that in 1993 she won the turner prize for her work house a casting of the interior of a building where the insides and secrets were laid bare and set on the site where the house once stood'

'rachel whiteread artbook d a p 2003 catalog haunch of
May 22nd, 2020 - the newly founded gallery haunch of venison inaugurates its opening with an exhibition by internationally acclaimed sculptor rachel whiteread the exhibition and acpanying publication feature whiteread s newest work untilted domestic a massive sculpture cast from the fire escape staircases of haunch of venison s premises a 3 storey building constructed in the late eighteenth century’ THE ART OF RACHEL WHITEREAD EDITED BY CHRIS TOWNSEND

'rachel whiteread monument fourth plinth reka s art blog
may 4th, 2020 - the fourth plinth is a platform in trafalgar square london that has stood empty for over a hundred and fifty years before it was decided in 1999 to use it for temporarily displaying contemporary artworks in 2001 it was rachel whiteread s turn to make use of the plinth to showcase her work the finished sculpture’

' rachel whiteread house norbert lynton rachel whiteread
May 15th, 2020 - in 1993 rachel whiteread created a work of art which was hailed as one of the greatest public sculptures made by an english artist in the twentieth century whiteread s concrete and plaster cast of an entire house in the east end of london provoked equal measures of praise wonder and controversy her monumental sculpture on

view when she won the turner prize attracted some 3 000 visitors a’

'five things to know rachel whiteread list tate
may 22nd, 2020 - rachel whiteread was born in ilford east london in 1963 she studied painting in brighton from 1982
to 1985 and sculpture at the slade school of art in london from 1985 to 1987 along with her focus on everyday objects whiteread s work has taken a particular look at london and the politics of urbanisation development and life in the city

'rachel whiteread gagosian
May 22nd, 2020 - being home rachel whiteread s us embassy flat pack house was unveiled in its permanent home at the new american embassy in nine elms london earlier this year virginia shore the curator for the london embassy project who worked with whiteread to realize this site specific mission reflects on the history of prefabricated housing the power of home and the connecting force'

rachel whiteread sculpture
May 14th, 2020 - london tate britain tate britain removed interior walls for its recent rachel whiteread retrospective creating an open 1 500 square meter space an unusual modification that allowed all of the sculptures to be viewed with a single sweep of the eyes

'rachel whiteread book depository
May 20th, 2020 - discover book depository s huge selection of rachel whiteread books online free delivery worldwide on over 20 million titles'

'rachel whiteread artists collection british council
May 23rd, 2020 - whitedread was born in london and studied painting at brighton polytechnic from 1982 1985 and later sculpture at the slade school of fine art london from 1985 1987'

'rachel whiteread
May 25th, 2020 - online shopping from a great selection at books store'

'rachel whiteread
May 24th, 2020 - rachel s book jan 1 2005 rachel whiteread british pavilion xlvii venice biennale 1997 jan 1 1997 by rachel whiteread paperback 22 03 only 2 left in stock order soon more buying choices 15 83'

'rachel whiteread Untitled Black Books Phillips
April 29th, 2020 - view Untitled Black Books by rachel whiteread sold at 20th century amp contemporary art day sale on London auction 14 February 2020 learn more about the piece and artist and its final selling price'

'rachel whiteread artworks amp famous paintings theartstory
May 22nd, 2020 - untitled house was rachel whiteread s most ambitious sculptural work it is also the work with which she is forever associated using the same reverse casting technique she used to produce ghost 1990 whitedread made a concrete cast of the interior of an entire three storey house in london s east end the basement and the ground and first floors including all the stairs and bay windows'

'rachel whiteread exhibition at tate britain tate
May 21st, 2020 - one of britain s leading contemporary artists whitedread uses industrial materials such as plaster concrete resin rubber and metal to cast everyday objects and architectural space her evocative sculptures range from the intimate to the monumental born in london in 1963 whitedread was the first woman to win the turner prize in 1993 the same year she made house 1993 1994 a life sized'

'rachel whiteread artbook D A P 2005 catalog kunsthaus
May 5th, 2020 - the british installation artist rachel whiteread does deliberately what the lava of pompeii did naturally she casts whole rooms or architectural details to create a sculptural reversal places and objects which both literally and figuratively leave an impression and occupy space firmly even in their immateriality the four series presented here on the theme of the house
rachel whiteread drawings hammer museum
May 20th, 2020 - rachel whiteread untitled double amber bed 1991 rubber and high density foam 47 x 54 x 41 in 119 x 137 2 x 104 1 cm collection of gail and tondy ganz los angeles"review rachel whiteread s holocaust memorial the guardian
May 26th, 2020 - finally five and a half years after rachel whiteread s design for a holocaust memorial in vienna was approved the sculpture was unveiled as much as it is a sculpture whiteread s memorial is a""LEO VILLAREAL RAFAEL MONEO RACHEL WHITEREAD PETER
APRIL 25TH, 2020 - LECTURER RACHEL WHITEREAD ARTIST IN CONVERSATION WITH MOLLY DONOVAN ASSOCIATE CURATOR OF MODERN AND CONTEMPORARY ART NATIONAL GALLERY OF ART CONTEMPORARY ARTIST WHITEREAD B 1963 WILL DISCUSS HER CAREER WITH DONOVAN WHITEREAD RECOGNIZED FOR HER TALENT IN SCULPTING AND MORE SPECIFICALLY CASTING CREATED GHOST ONE OF HER BEST KNOWN
"rachel Whiteread House Artangel
May 26th, 2020 - Rachel Whiteread Was Born In London In 1963 She Studied Painting At Brighton Polytechnic And Sculpture At The Slade School Of Fine Art Whiteread S Breakthrough Piece Ghost 1990 Is A Plaster Cast Of A Living Room Modelled On A Typical Victorian Terraced House Similar To The North London Terrace In Which The Artist Grew Up""HOUSE RACHEL WHITEREAD JON BIRD GOOGLE BOOKS
APRIL 7TH, 2020 - IN 1993 RACHEL WHITEREAD CREATED A WORK OF ART WHICH WAS HAILED AS ONE OF THE GREATEST PUBLIC SCULPTURES MADE BY AN ENGLISH ARTIST IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY WHITEREAD S CONCRETE AND PLASTER CAST OF AN ENTIRE HOUSE IN THE EAST END OF LONDON ATTRACTED EQUAL MEASURES OF PRAISE WONDER AND CONTROVERSY HER MONUMENTAL SCULPTURE ON VIEW WHEN SHE WON THE TURNER PRIZE ATTRACTED SOME 3 000 VISITORS A"
9780500279366 RACHEL WHITEREAD SHEDDING LIFE ABEBOOKS
MAY 22ND, 2020 - THE FIRST MAJOR BOOK ON ONE OF ENGLAND S MOST IMPORTANT YOUNG ARTISTS AT A TIME WHEN YOUNG BRITISH ARTISTS ARE RECEIVING INTERNATIONAL ACCLAIM AND ATTENTION RACHEL WHITEREAD IS GENERALLY CONSIDERED TO BE ONE OF THE FOREMOST SCULPTORS OF HER GENERATION FIRST NOMINATED FOR THE TURNER PRIZE IN 1991 SHE WAS AWARDED THE PRIZE IN 1993
"